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Americans to this day as a consequence of the slaverr
Countless symposia have been held on th1S
experience.
subject, and the literature is profuse. Yet, there is
no consensus, and the terminology question remains
unresolved.
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Richard S. Newrock

From letters to the Editor, The Cincinnati
Enquirer, Sunday, October 24, 1999:
"In response to J.P. Shepard's letter
[titled] "Anti -science zealots harm education
system," Oct. 17, evolution hardly qualifies as a
science.
It is not observable, repeatable,
testable - nor is creation.
Instead there are two
models which must be evaluated on the basis of the
information available.
No one is trying to tear
down astronomy and cosmology.
If the information
gathered from these and other sciences (e.g.,
Geology) are examined objectively, they clearly
point towards creation, not evolution.
The Big Bang makes no sense logically or
scientifically. When something explodes, all of
the particles disperse, they don't agglomerate.
Wh~c~ brings up another question, 'Where did the
orlglnal mat~rial come from to fuel the big bang?'
Also, evolutlon completely goes against the Second
Law.of Thermodynamics (universally accepted) which
baslcally says that anything left to itself on its

~ith apolo~ies to Robert Park, from whose book
yoodoo SClence," and several articles
Ilberally cribbed.
'

I
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own will deteriorate.
Furthermore the fossil
record comes nowhere near supporting evolution.
Many scientists in many fields acknowledge
Creation over Evolution, so it's not an antiscience plot by those with little scientific
knowledge. The problem is that we have all been
taught since an early age that evolution is a
fact.
That does not make it true.
Kids need to
be taught the truth.
Given all of the information
from both sides, they'll figure it out. What are
you afraid of?
Signed, Dave Osterhout,
Finney town.
To paraphrase the "sage," a little education can
be a dangerous thing. The author applied his everyday
experiences to subjects that simply cannot be
understood in that manner.
He misstates or
misunderstands several basic principles and concepts.
We know nothing of his education level although his
awareness of the Second Law of thermodynamics does
indicate it is reasonably high.
We do know about the education and training of Dr.
Thoms Firor, who wrote a column in the Cincinnati Post,
Thursday, June 22, 2000.
Firor is a Doctor of Internal
Medicine who lives and practices in Cincinnati, and,
presumably, is a colleague of many in our audience.
His column was titled "Make the 'Law of Similars' Work
for You."
I will read the column to you, he is an
"expert" and is supposed to know what he is doing.
"On our family ski trip, we had a potential
vacation nightmare when Katherine and Robert both
came down with chicken pox.
I knew they had been
exposed prior to the trip, and had stocked up on a
variety of homeopathic remedies."
"Robert started itching the first night.
About midnight, after many applications of
caladryl lotion, there was no sleep in sight for
Robert.
I the n gave him a remedy call ed Rhus Tox,
with no initial effec t.
Looking at his symptoms such things as degree of thirst, fev er, and so on
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gave him a second remedy called pulsatilla.
Strikingly, within 10 minutes his itching had
stopped and he went to sleep.
Itching was not a
problem again. His fever disappe ared that night.
He and his sister, treated earli e r, were up and
ski racing within three days."
-

J

"Homeopathy is a medical system based on a
number of principles o r "laws" d i s c overed by Dr.
Samuel Hahnemann almost 200 years ago.
In
Robert's case I was using the principle of likecures - like, or the "Law of Similars." Rhus tox is
poison ivy which in normal quantities produces a
picture of symptoms, including itching, in a
healthy person. The substance is then made into a
strong tincture or 'mother tincture,' diluted by a
certain amount, 'succussed,' or shaken violently,
and diluted again. The more the dilution and
succussion goes on, the higher the potency. Even
though there might be no original dissolved
substance left, the solution is now highly potent
because it addresses deeper and more complex
levels of disease."
"In other words, higher potencies
progressively treat higher parts of the disease
hierarchy. At the top are mental and spiritual
symptoms, the emotional, then physical symptoms.
In prescribing, the more importance is placed on
mental/spiritual symptoms, when trying to select
the exact remedy matching the disease.
In case
this is beginning to seem farfetched, we can look
at about 20 years of research now being completed
under the term Ultra High Dilution. Take a tank
of tadpoles and drop concentrated thyroid hormone
into the tank:
the tadpol e s turn into frogs.
But
drop an ultra high dilution of thyroid hormone
into the tank and tadpole growth is slowed. This
experiment has been done over and over again with
consistent results."
"But we don't know why it works. To try and
put all the complex theory simply, think of it
this way:
the remedy, if chosen correctly in
terms of type and potency, matches the disease.
The energy pattern of the remedy in the huma n body
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matches the energy pattern of the disease and
takes over.
The energy field of the human body
adjusts, removing the disease as the remedy is
excreted. Beyond theory, analyses of good
experimental studies have shown that homeopathic
re medies do have an effect , beyond a placebo
effect, of about 10%."
"Higher parts of the disease hierarchy?"
"The
energy pattern of the remedy in the human body matches
the energy pattern of the disease and takes over?"
"The energy field of the human body adjusts, removing
the disease as the remedy is excreted?" What nonsense
is this? It is pseudo-scientific babble, presented by
someone the public trusts and respects - a medical
doctor.
It isn't only newspapers.
I've heard similar
nonsense on local TV:
channel nine, for example,
broadcast a series on amazing alternative therapies
without critical commence - a major public disservice.
Is the medical and scientific community doing anything
about this promulgation of nonsense? If they did
something, would it do any good?
These letters to the editor, columns and articles
in the newspapers, and TV broadcasts are examples of
what we call voodoo science.
Cold fusion, power-lineinduced cancers, perpetual motion energy machines,
creation science, vitamin O.
. the list is endless.
But I believe it is a special problem in medicine, as
illness and healing are central to the human condition.
Billions of dollars annually are wasted on alternative
therapies - even the NIH has been forced to open and
fund an Office of Alternative Medicine. Real science,
particularly physics, is invoked to justify these
expenditures. Alternative therapies appear to have a
special appeal to people who feel that they are left
behind by the explosive growth of scientific knowledge
- but, paradoxically, that appeal is mixed with a
respect for the power and strength of modern science,
creating serious misrepresentations. 2
C.P. Tourney, Conjuring science, Rut gers Univers ity
Press, New Brunswick, N.J. 1996.
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In 1995 the Natural Law Party offered an action
plan to the country - they were going to revitalize
America using "scientifically proven solutions." To
demonstrate they brought 5000 experts in Transcendental
Meditation, or TM, to Washington, DC.
They were to
spend the summer in Washington, in two-week shifts, as
part of the National Demonstration Project to Reduce
Violent Crime in Washington.
The objective of these
mostly white professionals was to meditate in unison,
creating a "coherent consciousness field" that would
produce a calming effect throughout the city.
They
predicted that violent crime would be reduced by 20%.
Their leader was John Hagelin, a physicist with a
doctorate in Theoretical Particle Physics.
Employed at
the Stanford Linear Accelerator, he was considered a
fairly competent scientiGt until, in the midst of
personal problems, he disappeared.
He reappeared, a
year later, as chairman of the Physics Department of
the Maharishi International University in Iowa.
In a
press conference, Dr. Hagelin explained that the
Project to Reduce Violent Crime was a "scientific
demonstration that will provide proof of a unified
superstring field." Superstring theory is a highly
mathematical and as yet unproven theory that attempts
to connect the four fundamental forces electromagnetism, gravity, and the two nuclear forces .
According to Hagelin there is a fifth fundamental force
- the world's collective consciousness - which can only
be accessed via TM. He posited that a superstring
field would be generated by many minds meditating in
unison and this superstring field would radiate
throughout the city inducing a calming effect.
The weeks that followed were tragicomic.
Each
Monday morning the Washington Post tallied the
weekend's slayings.
Participants in the project,
sitting quietly repeating their mantra, seemed
completely unaware of the carnage around them.
The
murder rate in Washington for those two months reached
a level unmatched before - or since. When the
experiment concluded, Hagelin acknowledged that, due to
high summer temperatures, murders were indeed up - but
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brutal crime was done.
One imagines the murd~rR w~r~
more humane - perhaps a clean shot between the eyes as
opposed to a whack in the head with a claw hammer.
Hagelin promised the reporters he would return with a
careful statistical analysis.
He did indeed return a year later - with 35 pages
of tortured data analysis that represents a textbook
case of data distortion.
He announced that during the
test, violent crime was down 18%1 Compared to what?
Compared to what it would have been if they had not
been meditating. How was the "real" rate arrived at?
By means of a "scientifically proven time-series
analysis" that included crime data as well as the local
weather, fluctuations in the earth's magnetic field,
and analyses of local news programs. They claim a
significant reduction in psychiatric emergency calls,
fewer complaints of police brutality, and an increase
in President Clinton's approval rating . All this was
clearly an indication that a group of coherence creating TM people could relieve social stress.
Furthermore all of the conclusions were approved by a
scientific review board. Of course, all the review
board members practiced Transcendental Meditation.
H.L. Mencken wrote that the "most common of all
follies is to believe passionately in the palpably
untrue." The Maharishi's followers belief in TM was
not altered in the slightest by the outcome of the
experiment. All the talk of "superstring theory," the
"collective c o nsciousness," and "time-series-analysis"
was meant to impact the appearance of science . All the
participants believed fervently in the effectiveness of
TM - so fervently that they felt obligated to make the
facts support their belief.
And that is the core of the problem - people are
willing to work very hard to fool themselves - and
others. Here we have a manifestation of what has been
called the "Belief Engine."
Between five and seven thousand years separate us
from Cro-Magnon man - far too little time for our
genetic make-up to have evolved very far.
Living in
the twenty-first century, we find ourselves with a
complement of genes fit for survival as a hunter-
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s~ rviv a l in a world o~
.
computers, jet travel and ~nsta n taneous commun~cat~on.
Genes which o nce provided a survival advantage over
other species are no longer u s eful . Behavioral traits
are part of that genetic h eritage and we respond today
to external stimuli in ways t h a t o nc e provided a
survival adv antage to our anc e st or s .

gatherer but not fit for

Our brains are genetica lly programmed to be Belief
Engines.
They process at a very pri mi tive level
information coming from the f i v e se n s e s and use it to
generate beliefs about the world aroun d us.
The new
beliefs are s e lected by t h e brain to be consistent with
our old b e li e fs but are n o t selected with any regard as
to whether or not they are t r ue .
A belief begins when the brain first makes an
association between two events of the form "B follows
A." The n e xt time A o c cur s, the brain anticipates B.
The survival advantage of that association is obvious primitive people had no mechanism for separating the
causal from the coincidental.
Better to avoid food
that made you ill than risk it again. Whether such a
belief - B follows A - is retained, d e pends on how
important B actually is - is it life - threatening - and
whether the re lationship t o A gets reinforced. Without
reinforcement the belief will, in time, die.
However,
the belief may become permanent if the information
creating it coincide s with a state o f emotional arousal
- for example fear, or the thrill of a sports triumph.
This is often the origin of personal superstitions - a
lucky hat for example.
Belief g e n eration began long before our ancestors
became human - but the "great leap forward" some tens
of thousand of y e ars ago - whe n the beginnings of
language appeared - opened a new and powerful channel
for belief development.
Speech allows the sharing of
beliefs - beliefs based on the experiences of others.
This allows an easy way to avoid much unpleasantness.
Shared beliefs of family or tribe also form the force
of social cohesion. Vicarious experiences are the
dominant form of belief, far overwhelming personal
experience. The powerful impetus of language,
amplified by writing, is now enhanced by the telephone,
Satellite TV, and the World Wide Web. Beliefs now
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spread around the globe in a sparkle of light in an
optical fiber, allowing us to learn from, and be
manipu lated by, others.
How do we function today? The information
gathered by the senses and processed in the primitive
areas of the brain is sent to the cortex for evaluation
and to the amygdalas which controls our emotional
response to stimuli. These give us the ero-Magnon
portion of our response.
But we also do mathematics
and science and poetry - because evolution has provided
us with pattern recognition, a function of the higher
order parts of our brains. Humans are extraordinarily
good at pattern recognition; it is the basis of all
esthetic enjoyment - art, music, mathematics, physics,
etcetera. We humans are intent on finding patterns even when they don't exist. We recognize that the moon
causes tides - and believe that the positions of the
stars determine our futures.
The Belief Engine
dominant.
But once we realize how easily we can be fooled by
the Belief Engine we can use the natural pattern
recognition abilities of the brain to build models and
theories that combine pattern recognition with data
gathering - that is we do science.
Scientific
principles provide a mechanism for separating truth
from belief - the self-correcting mechanisms built into
science set it apart from "other ways of knowing," to
use the currently fashionable euphemism.
Get better
data? Then rewrite the text books and change the laws .
Remember, natural laws are really summations of large
numbers of observations and experiments.
They can be and have been - changed. This doesn't appeal to many,
especially those who prefer rock-solid ideas and
certainty. To them the unchanging dictates of ancient
religion or the absolute assurances of zealots is
preferable.
However, their certainty is often mixed
with a reSpA~t for science that muddies the waters they want the teachings of some modern day guru or some
ancient text to be validated by science.
The old belief - generating mechanism of the brain
is still in place, but habits of critical thinking can
be adopted that subject a belief to a rigorous
analysis. We may ask, does B follow A any more
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frequently than by mere chance. We may ask if there lS
a plausible mechanism for A causing B. Or are A and B
connected but caused by C?
Years ago Irving Langmuir, a Nobel Laureate in
chemistry, examined what he called pathological
science. He found that the evidence often seemed to be
at the very limits of detectability and there was no
way to increase the magnitude of the effect. He was
especially interested in J.B. Rhine's famous
extrasensory perception (ESP) experiments. Rhine was
not at all disturbed by Langmuir's interest,
encouraging him to publish his views, and freely
demonstrating his methods and experiments.
In the
experiments, Rhine would face a subject and deal a
single card face down from a deck consisting of five
different types of cards. The subject had to guess
what the card was in twenty five different trails.
Rhine tried this hundreds of thousands of times.
On
average you would expect the subject to guess right 20%
of the time - one card in five.
If the success rate is
even slightly larger than 20% it would be very
significant and profound - it would indicate that our
Rhine
assumptions about how the world works are wrong.
claimed to have found an average slightly greater than
20%.

Langmuir discovered that in calculating his
averages Rhine deleted trials from people he suspected
of deliberately guessing wrong - because they disliked
him and were out to spite him. How did he know they
were wrong? Because their scores were too low to be
due to change - that is, abnormally low scores were as
important as abnormally high scores. He did not
understand the laws of chance.
When Langmuir tried to explain his findings to a
newspaper reporter, the reporter was unable to follow
his arguments and merely wrote that a famous Nobel
prize winner was looking into ESP.
Rhine immediately
obtained great financial support and more graduate
students - Langmuir gave ESP studies respectability
si mply by taking note of it. And therein lies the
problem for all of us in refuting overblown medical
claims .
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As most of the physicians in the audience are
aware, a human be ing tends to recover from most things
if given suff icient time - Lewis Thomas in The Fragile
Species points out such things as arsenic purges and
leeches were abandoned only when they were compared to
simply letting an illness take its course.
But this is
a very complex story as the Belie f Engine operates
here.
If a h ealer dresses in bearskins , dances,
mutte rs incantations, and shakes a rattle, you can
easily be persuaded that the healing , when it comes, is
the work of the healer. Th is of course is very culture
dependent.
In our society a white lab coat, a
stethoscope, and a medical degree serve the same
purpose.
The Belief Engine does the rest.
It could be
the treatment - but it could be the body's natural
processes.
But it is not so simple.
Once we are convinced of
the healing ability of the witch doctor - or, for that
matter, the physician - a sham treatment produces real
biological improvement. The placebo effect.
Relied on
by healers and charlatans for tens of thousands of
years, it is only now beginning to be understood.
people seek out a physician when they believe
something is not right with the ir bodies - in a real
sense they have pain and fear.
However, evolution gets
in the way : a body's reaction to pain and fear is
fight or flight.
The body prepares to meet an external
threat and the highest priority is preve nting
additional injury. Hormones are released that increase
respiration, blood pressure, heartbeat, etcetera,
increases that actually impede recovery.
The body
prepares for action; recovery can wait.
So the first
priori ty of a good physician is to get the patient to
relax and to relieve the stress.
The body's natural
defenses will then mobilize and we will recover.
We
associate our recovery with the visit to the doctor's
of~ice often recovering as we leave the building.
Prlor to say, 1950, most medicine was based on the
placebo effect - doctors carried littl e in their black
bags except aspirin, laxati ves and sugar pills. It can
be demonstrated that if a patient believes sugar pills
relieve pain - they will - about 50% of the time.
Thus
placebos are very effective at relieving pain, but they
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aren't going to knit bones, grow hair on bald heads, or
cure cancer.
The brain is fooled into taking care of the
problem - but the doctor must play his part. All the
props - the framed medical school diploma, the nurse~
the stethoscope, the white coat - don't do any good If
the doctor frowns while reading your blood test report.
A placebo is therefore most effective wh~n the d?ctor
also believes it to be a cure and communlcates hls
belief to you.
It follows that those who believe
themselves to have remarkable curative powers - or
believe they have discovered the cure for everything are especially good at provoking the placebo response.
And like Samuel Hahnemann, they attract dedicated
followers for centuries .
Hahnemann's "Law of Similars" dates from 1796 - it
states that substances that produce a set of symptoms
can be used to cure diseases that display the same set
of symptoms.
He claimed to have discovered this when
he drank quinine and shortly thereafter developed
chills and fever - classic malaria symptoms.
He spent
the rest of his life determining what symptoms
different natural substances produce and then
prescribing those substances for ill people showing
similar symptoms. Two hundred years later homeopathy
still relies on his anecdotal data, his list of
substances, and his indications for their use.
Of course, natural substances are often very
toxic.
The side effects that Qccompanied his
prescriptions were somewhat troubling - arsenic or
poison ivy, for example.
So he began to experiment
with dilution.
Not surprisingly, increasing dilution
decreased the side effects - eventually, with
sufficient dilution, the side effects disappeared
entirely . But he also found that the more he diluted
the substance the more his patients seemed to benefit.
He concluded that dilution must increase the curative
power of his medicines . This, of course, turns proper
experimental technique on its head - in the laboratory
we use the infinite-dilution limit as a test.
If an
effect persists when a substance is infinitely-dilute,
the substance cannot be causing the effect.
Instead
Hahnemann concluded that Lhere must be a second law of
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medicine and he called i
che
f Inf initesimals."
Less is Better . He was r g c : c rsej t he less
poison you admi nister t e
re like y it i s that the
patient will recover .
Hahnemann used sequential dilutions to achieve his
purpos e. He prepared an extract of some stuff - for
example, pois on ivy.
He then diluted it 1:10 - one
ounce of medicine in ten ounces of water . He shook the
solution - or "succussed" it - and diluted it again
1:10 - getting a dilution of 1 : 100 . A third time gives
1:100 0, and so o n.
In this manner, extremely dilute
soluti on can be created. A common homeopa thic notation
for dil ution is 30X. The X stands for the Roman
numeral "10" and 30X means a 1:10 d il ution repeated 30
times.
But nowadays we know about atoms and molecules
- Hahnemann did not.
That means there is a dilution
limit, reached when only one single mole cule of the
medicine is le ft in the soluti on . Beyond that there
can be no further dilution.
For a standard homeopathic
dilution of 30X there would be one part of me dicine in
10 30 parts of water - that is, 1 followed by 30 zeroes.
Or, to put it another way, you have to drink nearly
64000 glasses of the s olution to get one mol ecule of
medicine.
But a tr ip to your local pharmacy - or health food
store - revea ls that even 30X is very concentrated!
Take Oscillococcinum - the standard homeopathic
preparation for the flu.
It is derived from duck
liver.
But d on 't look for ducks to be on the
endangered species list anytime soon. The standard
dilution is 200C.
The C means the extract is diluted 1
part in 100, then shaken and diluted 1:100 again - for
200 times in sequence.
This yields a net dilution of
10 400 - that is, 1 purt of medicine in every 10 400 parts
of water - 1 followed by 400 zeroes.
I note that the
total number of atoms in the entire universe is 10 80 we are 320 orders of magnitude beyond the dilution
limit of t he entire universe.
Hahnemann was unaware of dilution limits Avogadro's number was not known in those days, and
Avogadro's number is nee ded to calculate the number of
atoms or molecul es in a given mass of stuff.
(Hahnemann was Avogadro 's contemporary but was not
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aware of his work or its significance; the value of
Avogadro ' s number was unknown. ) . Since we know it, we
are acutely aware that there was no medicine in the
medicine. Why did it work? And why did people flock
to be treated by Hahnemann? Because in those days
physicians would treat patients with leeches, does of
mercury or arsenic, stomach purges, etcetera. All of
which made you sicker.
If Hahnemann's homeopathic
medicines did no good - they also did no harm - and
they allowed the body's natural healing mechanisms to
cure the patient. As his reputation as a great
physician grew, the Belief Engine kicked in, the
placebo effect took over, stress was reduced, and his
nostrums appeared to be even more effective.
I note parenthetically that Hahnemann actually
made a third "discovery" or law of medicine.
He wrote,
"the sole true and fundamental cause that produces all
the countless forms disease is psora." Psora is
"itch." For some reason Hahnemann's modern followers
ignore this third "law."
But we move from foolishness to fraud.
Hahnemann's followers are very aware of Avogadro's
number - every college freshman learns it.
Homeopathists can and do calculate the dilution limit;
they even agree that not a single molecule of the
extract remains in the water.
But they insist it
doesn't matter - the water must remember the substance
long after it has been diluted away.
The process of
dilution/succussing somehow "charges" the entire volume
of the water with the memory.
We now come to that peculiar problem for
scientists. Homeopathy was brought to the attention of
serious researchers in 1988 when the prestigious

journal Nature published a paper by one Jacques
Benveniste. He reported that an antibody solution
conti~u ed to evoke a biological response even after it
was dlluted to 30X and beyond.
The reaction of the
scientific community was - to say the least ex~losive.
Readers felt that the editor ought to have
reJected the paper outright - the infinite dilution
test had been turned on its head as the paper stated
that the continuing existence of the effect proved that
water has a memory.
The editor of the journal, noting
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that the reviewer did not point to any obvious error in
the paper, published it in the name of an open forum.
Others tested the hypothesis and found it wanting.
But
the damage was done - homeopathists now cite this
single paper in a respected and referred journal as
proof that the law of infinitesimals works - it gave
the field credibility just as Langmuir gave Rhine.
They have gone on to create amazing constructs for why
water remembers.
But then one might ask, why does the
water remember the healing power of the substance - and
not the side effects? And does the water remember
other substances as well? It may have been in contact
with millions of different of substances. What are the
mechanisms for this memory?
Walter Jonas, co-author of "Healing with
Homeopathy," discusses possible mechanism for this
miraculous memory of water.
Jonas is now the Director
of the aforementioned Office of Alternative Medicine of
the National Institutes of Health. He mentions
clusters of water molecules arranged in specific
patterns, special arrangemento of isotopes of hydrogen,
and coherent vibrations of the molecules.
There is not
a single shred of evidence that supports any of these
and sound scientific reasons exist for rejecting them.
One of the latest arguments is that the
information is passed by "bioelectromagnetic energy" whatever that is.
Here he cites "some ot the most
carefully executed wo rk in this area" a reference to
the work on fr ogs referred to by Dr. Firor.
This work
studied the ef fe ct of v ery dilute solutions of thyroxin
on the metamo rp hosi s of frogs.
Thyroxin is reported to
change the metamorp ho sis rate - even after the thyroxin
is far beyond t h e dilu tion limit - that is, there is no
thyroxin.
To u s it ~s clear evidence that the observed
changes in t he frogs are due to something other than
thyroxin - the al coho l in the water, or the act of
administering t he me d ication - or the bias of the
observer.
But e ven i f the water contains the memory of
the drug, how is it t ransferred to the frog? The
researchers plac ed the ultra-dilute solution of
thyroxin in a te st tube, sealed it, and put it in the
water.
The frog ' s metamorphosis rate changed.
Why are
we not surprised ? The researche r s concl u ded that the
information once r esiding in the mo lecular structure o f
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thyroxin, was transferred to the succus sed water and
then via the illusive biophoton, was transferred,
thro~gh the test-tube wall, to the frog.
No evidence
of such radiation has ever been reported.
Maybe the effect is tiny - perhaps there is only
one biophoton involved.
Jonas speculates that chaos
theory might then offer a clue to what is happening.
He states:
"One concept in chaos theory is that very small
changes in a
variable may cause a system to jump to a very
different pattern of
activity, such a small shift in wind direction
drastically affecting
climatic patterns.
.the homeopathic remedy can
be seen as a small
variable that alters the symptom pattern.
"
A fine example of grasping at ill-understood
scientific straws.
"Chaos" refers to the mathematics
of non-linear systems - systems that are so sensitive
to the initial conditions that it is not possible to
predict their behavior.
To use the useful cliche, the
flapping of a butterfly's wings in Beijing might cause
a hurricane in Florida.
But it is very unlikely that
killing butterflies will reduce the number of
hurricanes.
The medical miracles march on.
If you go to
health food stores, or some drug stores , and purchase
homeopathic medications, they are not liquid - they are
tablets.
There are pills for nervousness, poison ivy,
diaper rash, swollen feet, cramps, flu - you name it.
The pills are lactose tablets onto which a tiny drop of
the succussed water was placed and allowed to dry.
Few
people realize that the list of ingredients on the side
of the container is bogus - the pills do not actually
contain any of those ingredients. No problem - the
information stored in the water is transferred to the
sugar.
In "Healing and Homeopathy" we learn how to
treat diaper rash.
First keep the affected areas clean
and dry.
Then drop a tablet of Rhus Toxicodendron into
a glass of water - poison ivy at 30C - the law of
simi lars in action. The memory is transferred from the
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to the pill and back to water.
30 dilutions of 1
In a hundred represent one molecule of medicine in
roughly the entire solar system. No matter - keep baby
clean and dry and the diaper rash is cured.
The hom 7opaths have gone back to the biophoton.
They n~w clal~ the information is stored quantum
mechanlcally ~n the water in the form of biophotons or
electromagnetlc waves.
(We physicists will yet rue the
day we told the world about quantum mechanics.).
Apparently if you put a coil of wire around a glass of
the wate~ even you can receive biophotons. All you
need do lS take the speaker wires on your computer
wrap them around a glass of water, and you can dow~
load medicine over the Internet - any place, any time.
No more pills.
This is where we all should snicker - or laugh but homeopathists don't laugh, they are dead serious.
Jonas writing in a journal called "Natural Medicine,"
solemnly wrote:
"[this is] one of the deepest and most difficult
enigmas in modern biology.
Is it possible that
specific non-molecular information can be stored
and transmitted through water or wires as claimed
in homeopathy? Even though this is implausible,
the potential implications it holds for
understanding basic biological and cellular
communications are enormous."
He is dead right about the last - it would upset the
very foundations of science.
There is no credible evidence that favors
homeopathy.
So why doesn 't the FTC move ,against the
companies t hat se ll the stuff? Because It seems that
homeopathy has a spe ci al legal status. When the FTC
was set up in 193 8, NY Senator Royal Copeland, a
homeopath, slipped a provision ~nto the,Federal F~od
and Drug act gran ting homeopathlc remedles a speclal
exemption from FDA oversi ght. Unlike other
pharmaceuticals, homeop athic remedies do not need to be
proven effective or safe.
This remains the law some 62
years later.
Sm ith-Kli ne had to carefully test
Nicorette gum for efficacy and safety before
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introducing it to the market. Right next to it on the
shelf is CigArrest - no clin i ca l trials, no safety
tests no evidence of effectivene ss. Why not? Because
its m~kes claim it is homeopathic. Apparently chicle,
like water has a long-term memory.
This bring us to a curious question - since a
homeopathic remedy is infinitely dilute, how do we
prove that it is indeed homeopathic.
If we believe
that the water has a memory, how can we show it or
prove it? Unless the mechanism is known, the whole
business is an invitation to fraud.
How can a
government prove the truthfulness of homeopathic
labeling - it i s like proving holy water has been
blessed.
The abuse of science in the healing arena goes on
and one, reaching even higher flights of fantasy.
I
don't like to even think about Deepak Chopra and the
millions he's made promoting quantum healing - a quick
read of his hugely popular books reveals a vast
ignorance about quantum theory. Or about biofield
therapeutics - wherein the practitioner feels the
"energy field" of your body with his hands and then
uses his hands to smooth out the lumps in that field
curing all your problems. Or the current fad for
magnetic field therapy.
Gentlemen - stop your Belief Engines.

WHAT IN THE WORLD IS GOING ON?
October 16, 2000

Otto P. Geier, Jr.

Originally, I had planned to write a paper on The
Benefits of Procrastination but it realized it would
require years of analysis and would be difficult to
begin in a timely manner.
It would make more sense in
a couple of years. Also, because our colleague Bill
Pogue, on his deathbed, spoke to me about his interest

